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ABSTRACT
This paper deploys gait analysis for subject identification
in multi-camera surveillance scenarios. We present a new
method for viewpoint independent markerless gait analysis
that does not require camera calibration and works with a
wide range of directions of walking. These properties make
the proposed method particularly suitable for gait identification in real surveillance scenarios where people and their
behaviour need to be tracked across a set of cameras. Tests
on 300 synthetic and real video sequences, with subjects
walking freely along different walking directions, have been
performed. Since the choice of the cameras’ characteristics is
a key-point for the development of a smart surveillance system, the performance of the proposed approach is measured
with respect to different video properties: spatial resolution, frame-rate, data compression and image quality. The
obtained results show that markerless gait analysis can be
achieved without any knowledge of camera’s position and
subject’s pose. The extracted gait parameters allow recognition of people walking from different views with a mean
recognition rate of 92.2% and confirm that gait can be effectively used for subjects’ identification in a multi-camera
surveillance scenario.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Activity monitoring for security purposes and work flow control in critical infrastructures can be successfully achieved
with a distributed network of video sensors, instead of having one high resolution camera with a limited field of view.
Multiple-cameras, in fact, provide a solution to wide and
complex areas where overlapped and non-overlapped views
allow more accurate surveillance of human action. The aim
of a smart surveillance system is to automatically track people across a network of cooperating active cameras and de-

tect abnormal behaviours. In this context, “object handover” is defined as the subject’s identification and tracking
across a distributed network of cameras, that can have both
overlapped and non-overlapped views.
Several strategies have been employed for coordinating subject tracking between multiple overlapping camera views [5,
27]. They assumed that 3D ground calibration information
was available for each camera or estimate it by analysis of
training data. Recently there has been some interest in
tracking objects between blind regions [21, 23, 26]. They
make use of Kalman filtering assuming the ground plane is
known [9] or assume that the transition models are known or
hand-labelled [13, 37]. Some approaches recover the relative
cameras’ position and the subject’s movement across them
with a statistical approach [28, 40]: two cameras are considered connected if objects seen departing in one camera are
seen arriving in the other and the statistical dependence is
characterized by the distribution of observation transformations between cameras, such as departure to arrival transition times.
While there is a large number of papers regarding the tracking between blind regions, a few works address the issue of
subject’s identification across a network of video sensors [7,
14, 25, 31, 39]. Appearance information is indeed one of
the most popular solutions for solving the object handover
issue since it is relatively robust towards size and orientation changes [7, 14, 25, 31]. Possible appearance features
are colour templates, histograms, moments, signatures as
dominant colours, and partitive colour layouts. Since illumination, camera distortion and object resolution change in
a multi-camera setting, these approaches include an intercamera distortions and illumination compensation [7, 14,
22]. However, in some environments like the military or industrial scenarios, where everyone dresses in identical clothes,
appearance information cannot be applied. Furthermore,
the colour-based approaches work in a short time period and
are not suitable for a long-term workflow control. To this extent, Stillman et al. used face identification in a multimodal
approach where acoustic and visual data are combined [39].
However, in typical surveillance applications cameras are
usually located far away from the subjects, which result in
low-resolution face images. Another concern is the face orientation: most face-based methods work only for frontal
images and the accuracy of identification quickly decreases
even with the slight orientation differences.
In this paper, we propose gait analysis as a solution for subjects’ identification across a network of cameras.

Recognizing individuals by the way they walk is a particularly challenging research area, where the potential for personal identification is supported by a rich literature, including medical and psychological studies [11, 30]. The completely unobtrusiveness without any subject cooperation or
contact for data acquisition make gait particularly attractive for identification purposes in camera handover. Gait
recognition techniques at the state of the art can be divided
into 3D [4, 29] and 2D approaches [20, 33, 45]. In the first
group, identification relies on parameters extracted from the
3D limb movement. These methods use a large number of
digital cameras and the 3D reconstruction is achieved after
a camera calibration process. On the other hand, the 2D
gait biometric approaches extract explicit features describing gait by means of human body models [6, 34] or silhouette
shape [10, 41, 43]. A rich variety of data has been collected
for evaluation of 2D gait biometrics. The widely used and
compared databases on gait recognition include: the University of South Florida [35]; Carnegie Mellon University [17];
and the University of Southampton [38] data. The majority
of methods and databases found in the literature use a single camera positioned with specific orientations with respect
to the subject’s walking direction (generally capturing the
walk from the lateral view) and a large number of papers
for gait recognition have been published [19, 33].
In real surveillance scenarios, however, we need a system
that operates in an unconstrained environment where maybe
there is no information regarding the relative position between the camera and the walking subject [44]. 2D view
independent gait identification is a recent research area and
the approaches found in literature extract some gait parameters which are independent of the human pose [3, 42] by
analysing the silhouette shape over time or aim at synthesising the sagittal view of the human body from any other
arbitrary views [16, 24]. The latter choice is justified by the
fact that the lateral view has proven recognition capability
in a great number of works [20, 33, 45]. However, they need
information on the camera parameters [24] or rely on the
use of reflective markers on the body [16].
In this paper a novel 2D markerless view independent gait
analysis algorithm is presented and tested for assessing it
applicability for object handover in multi-camera scenarios. The method does not need camera calibration or preknowledge of subject pose. Since the choice of the cameras’
characteristics is a key-point for the development of a smart
surveillance system, the performance of the proposed approach is measured with respect to different video properties.

2.

THEORY

The proposed method for the view independent gait analysis is based on two consecutive stages: the markerless joints’
estimation from the image sequence and the view-point rectification. Gait parameters are then used for identification.

2.1

Markerless Joints’ Position Estimation

Let S(x, y, tϕ ) be the RGB frame (of size RxC pixels) at
time T = [t1 , t2 , . . . , tϕ , . . . , tF ] where (x1 , y1 ) is the top-left
corner of the image. By applying a background subtraction method based on the threshold of the three components of the color space YUV, the binary image S(x, y, tϕ )
has been extracted. The pixels (xsil , ysil ) containing the hu-

man silhouette have been selected as the object with maximum area [18]. The lower limbs pose estimation algorithm
is based on the proportions of the human body segments,
following the medical results of anatomical studies [12]:
y0hip = min (ysil ) + 0.5 · H
y0knee = min (ysil ) + 0.75 · H
y0ankle = min (ysil ) + 0.90 · H

(1)

where H is the silhouette’s height.
Subsequently, the shins and thighs have been analysed separately. Let X̂ be the set of horizontal coordinates where
S(X̂, y0knee , t̂δ ) = 1, then the subset of frames
T̂ = [t̂1 , t̂2 , . . . , t̂δ , . . . , t̂D≤F ]

(2)

where the legs do not overlap are those where X̂ forms 2
single connected components larger than 0.02H pixels.
Consequently, for each frame t̂δ , the shin extraction algorithm, based on the linear approximation of the skeleton of
the portion of image that includes the lower leg, is applied
on S(x, y, t̂δ ). The sub-images containing the shins (labeled
as Sshin1 and Sshin2 ) are extracted from
 `
´
S x, ys , tˆδ
if ys ∈ yshin
Slower leg (x, y, tˆδ ) =
(3)
0
otherwise
where the vertical coordinates belonging to the two shins
yshin = [y1 , y2 , . . . , ys , . . . , yS ] are defined in the following
way:
ˆ
`
´˜
yshin = y0knee , y0knee + 1, · · · , min y0ankle , yoverlap − 1
(4)
which includes the possibility of feet overlapping with yoverlap
: vertical coordinate where the set of correspondent horizontal coordinates xoverlap belong to a single object larger than
0.02H pixels.
Therefore, the left and right shins are defined by the pixels
with coordinates
 skel ` ´
xshin` `t̂δ ´ = [x1` , x2` , . . . , xs` , . . . , xS` ]
(5)
yskel
` = {1, 2}
shin` t̂δ = yshin
where
xs` =

C
X
j=1

C
`
´
`
´ X
xj · Sshin` xj , ys , t̂δ /
Sshin` xj , ys , t̂δ

(6)

j=1

Then, the shins can be linearly approximated by the first
order polynomial with coefficients
“
”
` ´
` ´ skel ` ´
p` xskel
(7)
shin` , t̂δ = p`0 t̂δ + p`1 t̂δ · xshin` t̂δ
Therefore, the angle between the shins
` ´ and the vertical
ˆ axis
` ´˜
(called knee angle) at frame t̂δ is α` t̂δ = π−arctan p`1 t̂δ .
The procedure is applied for each frame in the subset T̂ =
[t̂1 , t̂2 , . . . , t̂δ , . . . , t̂D ].
In order to also be able to estimate α1 and α2 when the legs
overlap, the extracted shins are labeled as ’left’ and ’right’
according to the following rationale without losing generalities: the subject is walking for at least two gait cycles; in t1
the shin labeled as shin1 belongs to the right leg; the labels
swap after the legs overlap.
Subsequently, a 3rd order polynomial interpolation of α1 and
α2 has been applied and the knees angles are achieved during
the whole video sequence. This choice has been determined
experimentally.

The upper legs orientation is extracted at every frame T =
[t1 , t2 , . . . , tϕ , . . . , tF ] with a coarse to fine hips estimation
procedure where at first, the hips position is achieved with
8
P
X
>
>
< x0hip` = 1 ·
x
ej + (2` − 3) · H · µ · 10−3
P
(8)
j=1
”
“
>
>
: y0 = y0 · (2` − 3) · exP −ex1 · sin (0.3 · µ)
hip`
hip
2
e = [e
where X
x1 , e
x2 , . . . , e
xj , . . . , e
xP ] is the subset of P (P ≤ C)
e y0 , ti ) = 1.
horizontal coordinates such as S(X,
hip
Equations 8 puts in relationship the horizontal hips position
and the walking direction µ, calculated with respect to the
horizontal axes of the image reference system. These relationships have been obtained with a regressive analysis of
the 3D Georgia Tech motion capture data [1] by considering
different camera positions.
The angle µ is estimated as the angle of inclination of the
straight line which approximates the heel strikes points with
coordinates:
P
`
´ X
`
´
(xstr , ystr ) = xfeet , yfeet |
SK xfeet , yfeet , ti > τ

(9)

i=1

where SK is the skeleton [32] of the image, xfeet and yfeet are
the coordinates corresponding to the portions of silhouette
belonging to the feet and the threshold τ is automatically
set so that at least 4 heels strikes are extracted (in accordance with the hypothesis listed above).
Subsequently, a finer hips pose estimation is obtained with
a linear approximation of the thighs by the first order polynomial with coefficients
q`0 (tϕ ) =
q`1 (tϕ ) =

m
0
0
ym
shin` ·xhip` −yhip` ·xshin`

x0

1
2

+xm
shin`
”
y0hip` −q`0

“ hip`
· a0` +

(10)

horizontal axis X. Then,
„
«„
«
1
0
1
0
j`i = Pi
= H · J`
−1
0 HV
0 HV

(11)

having expressed the limb plane transformation matrix with
HV so that the two cross section plane lines are centred and
normalised respect to Y and Z axes and parallel with Y. By
`
assuming the lengths of the articulated limbs D2` = ∆j`T
i ∆ji
are constant over all the frames, the pose difference vectors
for the limb segments at two consecutive frames, ∆j`i and
∆j`i+1 , are related by
T
`
∆j`T
· HT · H · ∆j`i = ∆j`T
i
i+1 · H · H · ∆ji+1

(12)

After recovering the fronto-parallel structureˆ of subject gait,
˜
the representation of the leg joints function J`x (t) , J`y (t) is
found by fitting a modified Fourier series to the data with
fixed fundamental frequency f0 and period T:
«
«
„
„
n
X
(` − 1) T
+ φk + J`x0
J`x (t) = vx t +
Ak cos 2πkf0 t +
2
k=1
(13)
analogously for J`y (t). Thus, the projection of the leg joints
on the lateral plane is obtained with an optimized procedure
in the following way
«
„
ˆ
˜
`
(` − 1) T
: f0 , D` , vx , vy , F
J̆ (t) = h1 h2 h3 g t +
2
(14)
where g (t) is the bilateral Fourier series function with coefficients F and h are the values of the inverse normalization
transform matrix.
Therefore, starting from a video sequence from a single camera and without any calibration, the proposed markerless
system, in junction with [16], estimates the gait parameters
projected on the lateral plane.

x0hip`

m
where ym
shin` = min (yshin ) and xshin` is the mean value of
0
0
the correspondent horizontal coordinates. a1 and a2 are the
slope of the straight lines that approximate respectively the
left and right edges of the positions of silhouette belonging
to the thighs.
Therefore, the angle between the thighs and the vertical axis
at every frame tϕ is γ` (tϕ ) = π − arctan [q`1 (tϕ )].
Ultimately, the thighs are labeled as ’left’ or ’right’in accordance with the corresponding shin labeling. The angles
α1 , α2 , γ1 and γ2 are then corrected by projecting the limbs
trajectories on the lateral plane, as explained next.

2.3

2.2

In order to identify a subject by their gait, we derive the angular measurements, anthropometric measurements as well
as the trunk spatial displacement which best describe the
gait kinematics. The use of angular motion is very common
in gait analysis and recognition. The angles of the joints
including the hip and the knee; are considered the most
important kinematics of the lower limbs. The anthropometric measurements include the subject height and lengths of
the lower limbs. Feature selection is employed to derive as
many discriminative cues as possible whilst removing the redundant and irrelevant gait features which may degrade the
recognition rate. It is practically infeasible to run an exhaustive search for all the possible combinations of features
in order to obtain the optimal subset for recognition due to

View-point Independent Rectification

The method proposed by the authors in [16] is based on four
main assumptions: the nature of human gait is cyclic; subjects walk along a straight line; the distances between the
bone joints are constant; and the articulated leg motion is
approximately planar. Therefore, multiple periods of linear
gait motion appear analogous to a single period viewed from
many cameras related by linear translation and the positions
of the legs joints lie in an auto-epipolar configuration.
If j`i is the set of joints positions for each leg ` = {1, 2} at the
ith frame in the image reference system, the relationship between j`i and the corresponding positions
in˜ the worldspace
ˆ
is j`i × Pi · J` = 0, where Pi = RTe , −ie0 and RTe is the
rotation matrix for aligning the epipolar vector e0 with the

View-point Invariant Gait Identification

The processing and derivation of good gait features from
this trajectory-based data, is still an unsolved and challenging problem due to the complexity of the human visual perception system as well as the compound nature of
gait motion inherent in the numerous variables associated
with it including kinematics, kinetics and anthropometrics
[8]. An important issue in gait recognition is the derivation
of appropriate features that can capture the discriminative
individuality from the subject’s gait. Such features should
respond to crucial criteria such as robustness and invariance
to weather conditions, clothing and operating conditions.

the high dimensionality of the feature space. For this reason, we employed the Adaptive Sequential Forward Floating
Selection (ASFFS) search algorithm. The algorithm uses a
validation-based evaluation criterion which is proposed to
find the subset of features that minimises the classification
errors as well as ensure good separability between the different classes. In contrast to the voting scheme used in the
KNN, the evaluation function uses different weights w to
signify the importance of the most nearest neighbours. The
probability score for a sample sc to belong to class c is expressed in the following equation (15):

PNc −1
zi w i
f (sc ) = Pi=1
Nc −1
wi
i=1

(15)

where Nc is the number of instances in class c, and the
weight wi for the ith nearest instance is related to proximity
as:
wi = (Nc − i)2
The value of zi is defined as:

1 if nearest(sc , i) ∈ c
zi =
0
otherwise

(16)

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The proposed approach for subject identification from different view-points has been tested both on synthetic and on
real data. Different video properties have been considered
in order to compare the performance of the method with
respect to the cameras’ properties.

3.1

me (deg)

σe (deg)

2.04
2.80
3.06

2.12
2.15
3.56

Proc. time
(s/frame)
1.44
0.97
0.37

Table 1: Angle’s errors (in terms of mean and standard deviation) on synthetic gait with different spatial resolution.
σn / PSNR(dB)
0/∞
5/28.12
25/24.25
50/21.89
100/15.23
150/7.01

me (deg)
2.04
2.30
3.01
3.30
3.25
4.25

σe (deg)
2.12
2.13
3.38
3.72
3.68
3.49

Table 2: Angle’s errors (in terms of mean and standard deviation) on synthetic gait with different zeromean Gaussian noises.

(17)

such that the nearest(sc , i) function returns the ith nearest
instance to the sample sc . The Euclidean distance metric is
employed to find the nearest neighbours.

3.

Image resolution/
mean sil’s height
500x490/200
250x245/100
163x163/50

Performance Analysis of Gait Feature Extraction

A quantitative validation of gait analysis has been obtained
in a virtual environment: synthetic video sequences (500x490
pixels, 30fps) of a humanoid walking for one gait cycle have
been created with Poser 7 R (by e-frontier) in order to provide the ground truth for validation purposes. Different spatial resolutions, image qualities and compressions have been
considered. A range of spatial resolutions (250x245, 163x163
pixels) have been considered by sub-sampling the original
images with factors 2 and 3. Table 1 shows the comparative
results in terms of mean (me ) and standard deviation (σe )
of joint’s angles compared to the ground truth over the gait
cycle.
The results, with a mean value of 2.6±32.61, are particularly
encouraging and present the same magnitude to the ones
obtained with 3D markerless systems or 2D complex model
based ones [9][12]. The image resolution and silhouette’s
height reduce the algorithm performance, as predictable. On
the other hand, a 50-pixels-height silhouette still maintains
an acceptable result. Furthermore, Table 1 shows the mean
time for processing one frame (Matlab7 R code processed
with 2GHz Intel CPU): the model-free proposed approach
allows to extract the kinematic information with computational cost per silhouette’s pixel lower than 2 · 10−4 s.
In addition, to simulate background subtraction imprecision,

zero-mean Gaussian noise has been added to the synthetic
images. The standard deviation (σn ) of the added noise
varies from 0 (original data) to 150 corresponding to PSNR
from ∞ to 7.01dB.
Results in Table 2 show me and σe with respect to the different PSNR. Obviously the error increases with the level
of noise added to the frames but it is lower than 5 degrees
even at high noise levels. The noise robustness allows to understand how the proposed method depends on an accurate
silhouette extraction and thus to extend the approach in a
real context.
Since images from a network of cameras can be compressed
for data storage problems, different JPEG compressions have
been compared. Seven quality factors between 100 to 5 have
been used for compressing the synthetic images, allowing a
compression ratio CR = Su /Sc between 40 to 146, where Su
and Sc are the sizes of the uncompressed and compressed images respectively.
Figure 1 shows me with respect to the image compression.
The value obtained with uncompressed images is also reported. The mean error increases rapidly with the compression, then remaining constant at about 3.3 pixels for JPEG
qualities between 75 and 25.
The proposed method for gait analysis has been tested on
real data from the CASIA-B database [2] where 12 young
healthy subjects walk along straight lines with 6 different
camera orientations (36o , 54o , 72o , 90o , 108o , 126o ). The 90o
corresponds to the side view walking direction as shown in
Figure 2. The video sequences have a spatial resolution and
frame rate of 320x240 pixels and 25fps respectively. The
method has been applied to the video sequences, the limbs
pose has been estimated frame by frame and the hip and
knee angles have been extracted for each camera position
and for each subject. Figure 2 shows an example of the limbs
pose estimation in the 6 directions. The frames have been
compressed with different JPEG qualities and the joints’
position has been compared with the one extracted from

Figure 2: Markerless joints extraction in different view points

Figure 1: Mean angle’s errors on synthetic gait with
different image compressions.

the uncompressed images. The mean joints’ distance is then
measured:
´2
´2 ` c
PI PV PJ q` c
u
− yivj
xivj − xuivj + yivj
i=1
v=1
j=1
md =
I ·V ·J
(18)
0 0
where the superscripts u and 0 c0 indicate the joints’ position
from the uncompressed and compressed images respectively.
I is the number of individuals, V the number of video sequence per person and J the number of tracked joints.
Figure 3 depicts md with respect to the image compressions.
The results are in accordance with the one obtained on synthetic images and show an increase of vertex’s de-location
especially for qualities higher than 25. The results obtained
with different compressions confirm the applicability of gait
analysis in real surveillance scenarios where cameras usually
presents JPEG compression qualities higher than 50.

3.2

Viewpoint Analysis of Gait Recognition

In order to assess the performance of gait recognition from
different viewpoints using a single uncalibared camera, a set
of 275 video sequences with 12 different subjects recorded at
6 viewpoints are taken from the Casia gait database. The
Correct Classification Rate (CCR) is computed using the
K-nearest neighbour (KNN) classifier with the Leave-oneout cross-validation rule. The KN N rule is applied at the
classification phase due to its low complexity and hence fast
computation besides the ease of comparison to other methods. In the leave-one-out validation, every instance from the
original sample is used for testing and is validated against
the remaining observations. This is repeated for all the observations in the dataset. The recognition rate is computed
as the average of all validations.
To investigate the effects of the viewpoint, an initial experimental is carried out to measure the recognition rate
using the non-rectified gait data. The CCR is computed
separately for every viewpoint. Figure 4 shows the variation of the CCRs with respect to the different viewpoints.

Figure 3: Mean joints’ distance on real gait with
different image compressions.

Figure 4: Gait Recognition from different Viewpoints using Non-Rectified Data.

The highest recognition rate is 96% for the side view whilst
the recognition rate decreases when the walking direction
changes from the lateral view. This is because of the variations in the extracted angular features from different views.
Therefore, non-rectified gait angular data cannot be used
directly for biometric applications. This was confirmed by
the recent research study by Goffredo [15].
In the second experiment, the viewpoint rectification method
described in section (2.2) is applied to reconstruct the gait
angular features into the lateral plane (i.e. sideview ) Based
on a set of 275 video sequences of walking subjects, a high
recognition rate of 92.2% is achieved for all the viewpoints
combined together. It is worth to note that the database has
other covariate factors including clothing and load carriage.
This is to signify the importance of the gait reconstruction
into translating gait as a biometric method into real world
surveillance and monitoring applications.
Another useful evaluation measure is the Cumulative Match
Score (CMS) which was introduced by Phillips et al in the
FERET protocol [36] for the evaluation of face recognition

algorithm. The measure assesses the ranking capabilities
of the recognition system by producing a list of scores that
indicates the probabilities that the correct classification for
a given test sample is within the top n matched class labels.
A classification score of 92.2% and 100% are achieved at the
1st and 7th rank respectively. The CMS score at 1st rank
is the correct classification rate. Figure 5 shows the CMS
curve of the gait identification for the rectified data.

A novel 2D markerless view-independent gait analysis algorithm has been presented: the method does not need camera calibration or pre-knowledge of subject pose. Since the
choose of the cameras’ characteristics is a key-point for the
development of a smart surveillance system, the performance
of the proposed approach has been measured with respect
to different video properties.
Tests on both synthetic and real video sequences allowed
to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach with
respect to different spatial resolution, frame-rate, data compression and image quality. The obtained results show that
gait analysis can be efficiently used for view-independent
subjects’ identification with commercially available video
cameras.
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6.

Figure 5: Mean angle’s errors on synthetic gait with
different image compressions.

Furthermore, a number of experiments are carried out using
the same video set to investigate the algorithm potentials
for data recorded at low frame rate. The performance error
is simulated by dropping a number of frames from every 25
frames (25 is the original frame rate) of the video sequences
which is equivalent to changing the frame rates. Table 3
shows the recognition rates for data recorded at different
frame rates. It is observed that the algorithm performance
is not much affected even when dropping 40% of the frames
as the algorithm predicts the joint positions for the missing
frames through the use of data fitting.
Video Frame Rate
25 f ps
15 f ps

Recognition Rate
92.2%
81%

Table 3: Video Frame Rate Effects on the Performance of Gait Recognition .

4.

CONCLUSIONS

A smart surveillance system aims at automatically tracking
people across a network of cameras and detect abnormal behaviours. In this context, the subject’s identification and
tracking between the cameras is critical point. Possible solutions found in literature are based on colour or appearance
information. However, most approaches to date limit their
application to a short time period and environments where
subjects does not wear uniform.
In this paper, we have proposed gait analysis as a solution
for subjects’ identification across a network of cameras. The
completely unobtrusiveness without any subject cooperation
or contact for data acquisition make gait particularly attractive for identification purposes in camera handover.
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